The present work deals with the character of a physical model and the corresponding mathematical method to solve the problem. The models are characterized to be simplified imaginary simulations of the real-world systems one attempts to understand. However, models include only those properties and relationships required to understand those aspects of real systems one is interested at the moment, i.e. those aspects of real systems one knows, or those one is aware after all. The rest of the details about a real system is simply neglected from a model. This approach in studying natural phenomena is the essence of the reductionistic approach which represents the heart of the modern scientific method. This paper discusses the fundamental science framework necessary to describe physical systems; equations representing physical laws, values of all constants of nature appearing within equations and initial conditions of a system.
INTRODUCTION: SCIENTIFIC METHOD, A DEFINITION, HISTORY, DEVELOPMENT … ? Scientists create tools, that's what they do... C.P. Snow
Science could be considered as the entire set of facts, definitions, theorems, techniques and relationships, and is tested on phenomena in real, objective, external world and, itself, has many elements of imagination, logic, creativity, judgement, metaphor and instrumentations. The essence of science is definitely more in research method and specific way of reasoning, and less in particular facts and results.
The scientific insight starts with observing a certain phenomenon, then collected observations are organized in sort of hypothesis which is tested on additional observations, and if necessary, modified.
Then, predictions, based on these modified hypotheses are carried out, and some experiments are performed to test the predictions.
When the range of predictions provided by the hypothesis is considered to be satisfactory for the scientific community, the hypothesis is referred to as a scientific theory or natural law.
This rather successful methodology, today more than four centuries old, is called science or the scientific method.
The scientific method was born in the beginning of the 17th century with Galileo having abandoned the Aristotle theory of motion. It was Galileo who came up with the principle of the relativity of motion, and with the statement that only change in motion required force.
At the same time a separation of science from philosophy began in the form of a shift from consideration of the nature of the phenomenon (essence) to an explanation of the behaviour of a phenomenon. Namely, Aristotelian-essentialistic approach to the explanation of natural phenomena is replaced by the mathematical-predictive approach. Instead of question why scientists started to ask how [1] . As once Kelvin pointed out -to know something about a phenomenon means to measure it and express it in terms of numbers.
In philosophical investigations, it was time of Francis Bacon induction which was considered to be a new approach in studying natural phenomena; data collection, analysis, establishing hypothesis, testing the suggested theory, finally the acceptance of the theory. At this point, it is worth emphasizing that the body of evidence has never such a character to make any theory irrefutably conclusive (dogmatic). In other words, Any future theory is expected to be replaced by better, more comprehensive theory.
A first important step in the advancement of scientific method in physics was the development of mechanics having led to the principle of relativity, the principle of inertia and finally Newton's axioms of mechanics. An important aspect of Newton mechanics is his concept of absolute space and time. According to Newton absolute space and time are non-empirical quantities (Sensorium Dei -Senses of God). This idea was immediately and rather sharply criticized by Leibniz. Leibniz attitude was that only distances between points existed, not space).
Problem of a "spooky action at a distance" (actio in distans), i.e. action of the attraction gravitational force at a distance was the cause of a strong resistance from some continental physicists to Newton theory.
What comes next is the development of science of heat phenomena involving; laws of thermodynamics, the notion of entropy, statistical and irreversible processes, the arrow of time, conservation of energy law -contributions of Carnot, Clausius, Joule, Thomson, Boltzman, Helmholtz, Maxwell and others.
By the end of the 19th century there was a rise of the Naturphilosophie movement. Fichte, Schelling, Hegel, Goethe, Davy, Orsted, Ritter, among others viewed Newtonian physics to have lost the essence of nature, due to higher mathematics. According to Naturphilosophie nature corresponds to a universal picture having different manifestations.
What becomes clear is that the heat is energy in transfer, while entropy is a quantity characterizing the system state. Furthermore, the maximal entropy level is related to equilibrium, i.e to the most probable state. It is worth noting that in the 20th century the notion of entropy is also linked with the information theory. Information is, simply speaking, a measure of how surprising something is.
Furthermore, an increasing knowledge of electricity and magnetism through 19th century could not be incorporated into the Newton physics, as well. Contributions of Faraday, Maxwell, Heaviside, Hertz and others lead to the revolutionary concept of field into the classical physics.
The field was shown not to be a mathematical abstract entity, but pure physical reality. Thus, adopting the field notion one necessary abandons the actio in distans concept.
With James C. Maxwell, not only a rigorous electromagnetic field theory came along, but also a unification of electricity, magnetism and light. Namely, an almost quarter century before the Hertz experimental verification Maxwell theoretically anticipated the existence of electromagnetic waves. Light is then just electromagnetic wave, visible to the human eye propagating through ether. After Maxwell, H. A. Lorentz extended Maxwell's theory with electrodynamics of charged particle. Moreover, Lorentz considers a number of notions to be used by Einstein's theory of relativity. Nevertheless, Lorentz missed some important conclusions, e.g. local time for Lorentz is pure mathematical and not physical concept, respectively.
In his early 20th century work Einstein radically throws away Newton concept of absolute space and time, same as the notion of ether. Einstein comes up with the special and general theory of relativity, the hypothesis of the velocity of light limit, curved space and time, etc... Then quantum physics comes along, with Planck, Dirac, Schrodinger, Bohr, Heisenberg, bringing a farewell to; locality, reductionism, classical determinism, independence of the observer from the phenomenon… Einstein died with the belief that quantum theory was not the complete description of the nature and that better description of the Universe had to be found.
On the other hand, for Heisenberg, laws of nature formulated mathematically are not related to particles, but rather to our knowledge about them.
Therefore, in quantum physics there is no clear correlation between mathematical formalism and interpretation which gives physical meaning to equations, i.e. there is no meaning expressed in terms of our standard language.
For Heisenberg, again, contrary to the objects in everyday life, particles are not real, they form the world of potentialities rather than the world of real objects.
According to Davd Bohm the unpredictability of the quantum world is not a consequence of true randomness, but rather arises from the hidden information without which is not possible to make accurate predictions. The quantum world remains always unpredictable as one cannot probe the subatomic world without disturbing it to a certain extent. If one wants to observe the electron behaviour one inevitably must disturb it somehow [2] .
As a matter of fact, quantum mechanic description is related to the atomic world when one is not looking. But, how does atom transform from a tiny localized particle to a multiple wavelike version of itself and then goes back to behave as a tiny particle again once it is checked up by an observer?
Research achievements within modern physics include elementary particles, Standard model, search for (discovery of?) Higgs boson, a number of variants of string theory, multidimensional space, multiverse, etc.
But, … what is really the essence of scientific method? One of the crucial issues in the analysis of a natural phenomenon is related to the development and use of physical model enabling one to predict the behaviour of a system with a satisfactory level of accuracy.
This paper examines the character of physical models, basic concepts in science, which represent real systems.
The paper is organised, as follows: physical models with related mathematical methods for the problem solution are discussed in the central part of the paper in Section 2. Some important properties of a physical model are explained on the case of classical electromagnetics. Section 3 deals with some correlations between philosophy and science. Section 4 deals with some actual problem science must face with. Finally, the last section brings some concluding remarks.
PHYSICAL MODEL AND THE MATHEMATICAL METHOD TO SOLVE THE
PROBLEM -THE ESSENCE OF SCIENTIFIC THEORIES So, what is really at the heart of the scientific method? Observations and measurements are themselves insufficient for the evolution and development of science. For Henry Poincare to observe is not enough, actually one needs to generalize in order to use the observations.
One of the crucial aspects of the scientific method and related technological progress is definitely the physical model of a natural phenomenon of interest.
The goal of the scientific method is to establish the model of a physical phenomenon and to develop related mathematical methods for the analysis of the given problem.
Different theoretical and experimental procedures are used during the development of a model.
We made models in science, but we also made them in everyday life 3 [3] .
STEPHEN HAWKING Models are simplified imaginary simulations of the natural systems one attempts to understand. Furthermore, models include only those properties and relationships required to understand those aspects of real systems we are interested at the moment, i.e. those aspects we know, or, those we are aware after all.
Einstein claims that the only theory determines what can be observed. The rest of the details about a real system is simply neglected from a model.
The concept of physical model represents the essence of the reductionistic approach in the scientific method. How much the model of a given physical phenomenon is satisfactory depends on what is required from the model. As Lee Smolin put it, researchers are masters of making conclusions from incomplete information [4] .
Speaking in terms of language of mathematics, almost all problems arising in science and engineering can be formulated in terms of differential, integral or variational equations.
It is convenient to explain the problem formulation in the case of electromagnetism. Generally, there are two basic approaches to solve problems in electromagnetics; the differential or field approach, and integral, or source approach.
The field approach deals with a solution of a corresponding differential equation with associated initial and boundary conditions, specified at a boundary of a computational domain. Solving some differential equation type one obtains the spatial and temporal distribution of the corresponding field, or potential.
Historically, this approach has been derived by Boskovic, Faraday, Maxwell and others. The field approach is generally very useful for handling the problems with closed domains and clearly specified boundary conditions, so called interior field problems.
The source or integral approach, is based on the solution of a corresponding integral equation. Solution of the given equation yields the distribution of electromagnetic field sources in terms of charge or current distribution.
In the past, this approach was promoted by Franklin, Cavendish and Ampere, among others.
The source approach is convenient for the treatment of the exterior (unbounded) field problems.
For the sake of simplicity, the field and source concepts will be explained in the case of static phenomena.
Thus, a classical boundary-value problem can be formulated in terms of the operator equation:
on the domain Ω with conditions:
prescribed on the boundary G.
L is linear differential operator, u solution of the problem, and p is the excitation function representing the known sources inside the domain. Note that u usually represents potentials (such as scalar potential ϕ) or fields (such as electric field E).
The character of the differential approach is depicted in Fig. 1 [5] .
Methods for the solution of the interior field problem are generally referred to as differential methods or field methods.
Essentially, what differential approach does is 'isolating' the calculation domain from the rest of the world. The interaction of the domain of interest with the rest is expressed (de facto replaced) by a certain set of boundary conditions.
If instead of differential operator L one considers an integral operator g then unknowns are related to field sources (charge or current densities, respectively), distributed along the boundary Γ'. Namely, it can be written:
where h denotes the excitation function. Figure 2 illustrates the character of the integral approach [5] .
Methods for the solution of the exterior field problem are generally referred to as integral methods or source methods. In this case the domain of interest is not closed, it is unbounded, as a matter of fact infinite. However, the source distribution represents all that exists, i.e. all interactions coming from the outer world are neglected. For example, when a basic electromagnetic model is developed for a dipole antenna in engineering electromagnetics the antenna is assumed to be insulated in free space [5] .
Finally, for dynamic phenomena initial condition of a physical system has to be considered. Basically, any law of nature represents a mathematically time dependence of physical state (written in terms of differential, integral or variational equations). Thus, defining a prescribed initial condition (behaviour of considered physical quantity at t = 0) by definition implies that nothing exists earlier than t = 0. This is also considered to be the origin of time asymmetry in physical laws.
Generally, techniques for the solution of operator equations can be referred to as; analytical, numerical, or hybrid methods. Analytical solution methods yield exact solutions but are limited to a narrow range of applications, mostly related to canonical problems.
Unfortunately, there are no many realistic scenarios in physics or practical engineering problems that can be worked out using these techniques.
Numerical techniques are applicable to almost all scientific engineering problems, but the main drawbacks are related to the limits governed by the approximation contained in the model itself.
Moreover, the criteria for accuracy, stability and convergence are not always straightforward and clear to the researcher in a particular area [5] .
PHILOSOPHICAL ASPECTS BEHIND SCIENTIFIC THEORIES
One of the crucial questions in the philosophy of science is how physical models really work, or, to put it in a more general way; how scientific theories are developed or "upgraded."
As a matter of fact, looking back into the history of physics, the development of the Maxwell kinetic theory of gases and electromagnetic field theory was not motivated by experimental findings which were not compatible with the existing paradigm (in a sense of T.S. Kuhn [6] ), as was the case with relativity and quantum mechanics.
In the case of electromagnetism almost all facts, known in Maxwell time, were interpreted satisfactorily within the Newton paradigm and incorporated into a powerful theoretical frame.
This theory was intensively in use till Hertz experimentally verified of one of the main goals of the Maxwell theory -the existence of electromagnetic waves.
But…, the principal motivation in the background of Maxwell work was essentially philosophical, or even metaphysical in nature, i.e the consequence of his own point of view.
The origin of Maxwell's ideas came from Michael Faraday and his study of electromagnetic induction. As a matter of fact, Faraday, together with Boskovic, was one of the first scientists who came up with the idea of field versus actio in distans concept.
Note that the attitude of Max Planck was that a new scientific truth was not possible by convincing the opponents, it was rather accepted by a new generation when the older scientists were not there any more... Some rather old, but still important questions from philosophy of science are, as follows:
• Is scientific insight into the absolute truth as possible, taking into account limitations of our conceptual, language and mathematical tools?
• Is the rise of knowledge cumulative in nature and is it clearly directed to the objective truth?
According to the logical positivism, Popper's falsificationism and Kuhn's social relativism the objective truth is out of reach for the human mind. Furthermore, for Ernst Mach and Vienna circle followers theories are just systems of quantitative relationships between measurable phenomena, and are not directed towards the absolute and objective truth. Moreover, Mach and other empirists claimed that only theories directly testable with experiments should be accepted [7] . Niels Bohr himself regarded theory just as a way of explaining and predicting various experimental data.
No universal theory exists for Popper which would be conclusively proven in an inductive sense. Theory is alive while its disadvantages are not found. Kuhn is deeply convinced in the natural selection of scientific theories driven by the request of problem solving. For Wittgenstein, on the other hand, the origin of scientific triumph is an aspiration for generality.
Deutsch claims that explanations play the fundamental role and everything is within the reach of reason; science, mathematics, philosophy of ethics, etc [8] . In other words, there are no limits of progress within the laws of physics. There are good and bad philosophies for Deutsch, The Enlightenment, for example, represents a good philosophy, while the decline of empirism into logical positivism, Wittgenstein, philosophy of language and postmodernism leads to the bad philosophy. The Copenhagen interpretation, as well, is a representative of bad "shut-up-and calculate" interpretation. Moreover, the separation of scientific theory on prediction and interpretation is, according to the Deutsch opinion, wrong.
Furthermore, Gödel incompleteness theorem has destroyed the basis of the axiomatic method. Stephen Hawking lost his faith in the existence of Theory of Everything as Gödel theorem had convinced him that any system could not be complete if it was consistent. There can always be a proposition which cannot be proven or refuted.
Einstein's reasoning was also affected by the strong philosophical background, classical education and culture of dialogue. For Einstein, many professional scientists of his time have seen thousands of trees, but have never seen a wood [16] . Einstein esteems that the knowledge of the historical and philosophical background of science could set one free of prejudices of which most of the generation suffers. Thus, after initial respect for Vienna circle, Einstein attitudes begin to differ from the circle ideas. The circle refused any element of a theory, as metaphysical, if there was not a clear connection with an experience.
Einstein claims that the veracity of a theory can never be proven, as it is never known if future experience will contradict its conclusions. Einstein moves aside Schlick and Reichenbach as new empirical philosophy, according Einstein, turns science into something like engineering. Einstein's own experience leads him to a strong attitude that creative theoretical thinking cannot be replaced with algorithm for building and testing theories. Passion for knowledge, according to Einstein, creates the illusion that the objective world can be comprehended rationally, without any empirical foundation -in short by means of metaphysics.
Therefore, the old question, still of interest in both philosophy and science is: Does scientific knowledge come from out-of-mind reality, or it is necessary just a reflection of the mind and it is limited by its own insight abilities? In a philosophical sense Kant's and Heisenberg's moderate scepticism is not opposed to Einstein's and Deutsch's optimism provided that every form of rationalism is automatically considered to be metaphysical speculation.
SCIENTIFIC METHOD … IS EVERYTHING OK WITH THIS PICTURE?
Several centuries of enormous success not only of physical science, but also of technological progress are behind us. With few exceptions, physics successfully explains all our observations and every experiment we have ever devised. Still..., these exceptions are somewhat troublesome... [9] .
Unfortunately, some of the deepest insights and the most remarkable achievements of the 20th century science are related to statements of what is not possible to accomplish (faster than light) and of what is not possible to know (Heisenberg, Gödel).
Studying ideas of hidden reality and multiverse posed by Brian Green [10] one may ask: Is this science after all?! Maybe, one should really go back to centuries old, science framework -to describe physical system with 3 categories to be specified, as suggested by [9] :
1. Equations representing physical laws 2. Values of all constants of nature appearing within equations 3. Initial conditions of a system However, in many variants of multiverse, initial conditions, constants of nature, even mathematical laws do not need to be specified (as simply -everything is possible)?! [9] .
Scientific truth itself is subjected to change. What is truth today, could be thrown away tomorrow. Thus, a simple model of a phenomenon is replaced by a more complex model providing more accurate results. According to Baggot, contemporary physical theories suffer from paradoxes, contradictions and incompatibilities. They are not the end. Attempt to solve these problems without the direction from observation to experiment has resulted in fairytale physics. But..., there are no definite answers in fairy-tale physics, there are only untested and untestable speculations [9] .
In some cases, theories have been developed as a consequence of clearly noticeable inconsistencies between observations, experiments and prevailing method of explanation. This is a clear connection of Baggot's attitudes with well known Kuhn's ideas in the philosophy of science [6] .
Such a development of a given theory is data-led -observation and experiments with no proper theoretical explanation.
In other case, theories are almost completely born from intuition and they can be considered as idea-led theories [9] .
Activities and ideas of the scientists are dependent on social and cultural factors, but
there is something real around us independent of our mind [11] .
A. Lightman
Such an institution is born, where the problem is barely perceived (Einstein sitting in his office figures out that man in free fall does not feel his weight). Without data to lead, there is no other choice than to follow idea-led approach. [12] state that definitely, 'the failure' of the string theory in providing one with testable predictions does not give many reasons to believe in true roadmap to the true face of reality.
Baggot [9] suggests that a possible way out is to go back to David Hume... posing the following questions?
• What is the nature of an evidence supporting a theory?
• Does a theory provide some prediction in terms of some quantities, numbers, facts or existence of a certain phenomena?
• Is there a possibility to test predictions arising from a theory, at least in principle, experimentally, or by observing?
Physicist and philosopher Meinard Kuhlmann suggests that to consider the world consisting of particles and fields may be wrong. He proposes the relations between the objects, not the objects themselves, could be considered as fundamental [13] .
Max Tegmark in his 2014 book Mathematical Universe comes up with a pretty radical idea that reality is not described by mathematics, but is mathematics itself [14] .
To sum up, scientific theories need critical judgement and development of efficient models subjected to philosophical implications and clear interpretation.
CLOSURE
The paper deals with the character of physical models -the fundamental concept within the framework of the scientific method for the representation and understanding of natural phenomena. Physical models are simplified imaginary simulations of the real-world systems one attempts to understand, including only those properties and relationships required to understand those aspects of real systems one considers, i.e. those aspects of real systems one knows, or is generally aware of. The rest of the facts about a real system is simply neglected from a model. As a matter of fact, how much the model of a given physical phenomenon is satisfactory, then strongly depends on what is required from the particular model. In other words, one draws conclusions from an incomplete information set. So, philosophical insight to the problem is unavoidable, in other words, philosophy and physics should be considered as complementary disciplines, they are definitely not the opponents.
Therefore, using somewhat 'engineering' language, models are tools for capturing particular insights of the phenomena and they do not represent a full proof for a system behaviour under all circumstances. Moreover, mathematically described physical models are abstractions of the natural world, while the related computational models, convenient for the implementation on a digital computer, are eventually abstraction of the physical world.
In brief, physical models and related solution methods are problem dependent.
